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As the “new normal” way of working starts to take
hold, where there is an increased focus on process
automation & efficiency, digitization and the value
of data, Realyst provides a suite of solutions to meet
these objectives.

Our focus is on replacing those old
fashioned, inefficient, customer unfriendly,
and ecologically damaging, paperbased systems, with digital forms, digital
signatures and digital contracts.

RealContract
Globally recognized as one of the most functionally
rich, customizable contract lifecycle management
applications available in the market.
If you want to streamline your procurement function,
provide information for strategic procurement
initiatives, make contracting for goods and services
really easy, and deliver value back to the organisation,
RealContract can provide the automated tools to
achieve genuine, measurable improvements.
If you want to automate and digitize your customer
facing contracts, from basic high volume contracts,
to complex hierarchal SLA based customer services
agreements, RealContract makes the process of
creating and managing these agreements simple and
efficient.

RealystSignatures
For an enterprise grade digital signature solution,
RealystSignatures is available as an integrated
product into RealContract, as well as a stand-alone
solution which can be integrated into your existing
systems. We use two-factor authentication to ensure
the necessary compliance and security to ensure
your agreements and documents are validly signed
and enforceable. Any document type or format can
receive a RealystSignature and we can add digital
certificates for further levels of security & nonrepudiation.

RealDocs
Presently utilised within RealContract and scheduled
for release as a stand-alone solution in the second half
of 2021, RealDocs digitises any form or document,
to enable organisations to move away from paper
based processes. Any conceivable type of form can be
modelled and integrated into the contracting process,
or stand alone within RealContract. Examples
could be application forms, suppliers or customers
applications, HR forms, purchase orders, delivery
notes, etc.
With enterprise grade functionality and integration,
coupled with RealystSignatures, approval workflow,
data storage and reporting, any form-based process
can be automated and digitised.

RealAnalytics
For organisations that have used paper-based
contracts and processes, the landscape can be a
mess of unstructured data. RealAnalytics uses
sophisticated data analytics software to turn disparate
data into a picture of the contracting environment.
This picture can set the benchmarks and metrics for
improvement, measured over time to ensure project
ROI is maintained.
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Solution & Implementation Options
Realyst acknowledges that enterprise grade
solutions need to offer both on premise, behind the
firewall integrated solutions, as well as cloud-based
consumption models. If you are a large regulated
organisation in the financial services industry for
example, or a smaller business looking to go digital,
Realyst has a solution for you.
With our solution set you can tackle contract lifecycle
management across the enterprise; procurement,
customer facing, corporate agreements, operational
delivery of SLA’s, or chose to automate only one
contract type and the associated processes involved.
We have experience in a wide variety of Industries and have been involved in digitising contracts for over
two decades, so you get unparalleled best practice, sustainable process advice and knowledge along with the
software to make implementations and adoption easy and least disruptive.

With our integrated approach to forms, signatures and contracts, flexible customisation
and enterprise grade functionality, any organisation can move from paper to digital with
confidence.
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